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THE OFFICIAL STUDENT NEWSPAPER OF NSU's
FARQUHAR CENTER FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES

Got Wood Too?
By Peter Salerno
Campus Life Staff Writer

Does anyone .have an
extra marshmallow? .On Friday August 20, 1999, Nova hosted their second annual "Got Wood?" for the incoming freshman. The festivities
started around 4 p.m . . as many
watched from their dorm rooms as the
mighty Tiki God was offloaded from
a pickup truck and quickly assembled.
The Tiki God, which had four blazing blue lights shinning on it, was
later used in pictures as close friends
stood in front of the Tiki God statute.
The second annual "Got Wood?"
started out as a
Greek reunion
of upperclassman, as the
freshman were
in their last
meetings of
.Orientation by
being introduced to their
particular
floor's resident advisors.
The bands,
which
included the
Zendogs and
Mamas Root,
started to play
around 8:00
p.m.
As people
started to enter
the courtyard,
D _a vi· e
volunteer
.. .

.

..

.

firefighter/paramedic, Carlos
Calonge frantically tried to set the
wooden palates on fire. The problem was that it had rained all day,
and the wood was severely soaked.
As two more volunteers arrived,
"' firefighter Calonge decided to soak
the wood in lighter fluid and kerosene. Unfortunately, this did not
help the wooden palates .catch on
fire. Junior, Shawn Mostal suggested that the firefighters use car
gasoline to set the palates ablaze.
After ,many failed attempts to set
the wood on fire, around 9 p.m. the
palates finally ignited and stayed
see GOT on page 3
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Undergraduate Residence
·Hall reaches capacity
By Marquise Kiffin
Contributing Writer

pensated for their inconvenience, but
they were placed into double rooms
when a few students did not check
This year at the Leo Goodwin tn by Sunday, August 22. Luckily,
Residence Hall is like no other: Last Leo Goodwin Hall administrators esyear Goodwin housed 240 residents · timated the number of no shows corwhile this year 286 crowd the halls. rectly. Because of these no shows
This year Residential Life ac- and drop outs, the dorm is now at its
· cepted more applications than suggested capacity.
Goodwin's housing capacity. A reliThe increased population in the
able source in
residence hall
the Office of
.
.
.
has created·
Residential Life
Residential Life accepts more
parking probrevealed that the
applicants than needed, just
lems and long
like any hotel or airline. All of line~ in the cafFarquhar Center
accepted dorm
·
•
etena. Many
applications up
. these busmesses overbook
residents are
because many people do not
forced to park
until a week beLeo
near the gradufore
Goodwin was
show up. However, when
ate dorms. Aneveryone does show up,
other problem ·
occupied. Residential Life acovercrowding is the result.
is the long line
at the school
cepts more applicants than
cafeteria. Joe
needed, just like any hotel or airline. Pokraka complains, " the cafeteria
All of these businesses overbook be- mns out of plates and trays and ·
cause many people do not show up. Sbarros is never open during dinner.
However, when everyone does show I have ·a cup in one hand, a plate in
· the other, a plate on my forearm,
up, overcrowding is the result.
· Since the undergraduate resi- while dodging people on the way to
dence hall population is sixty-five the check out line. This is an accipercent female, four women were dent just waiting to happen!"
From year to year the residence ·
forced to live in one room for four
days. "Many arguments broke out be- halls will get more crowded, so the
cause there was not enough personal only solution is to design a second
space for everyone," stated Audrey dormitory. According to ourreliable
Rumby. Although these four young source, a plan for the second dormiwomen were placed in a bad situa- tory has been agreed upon. Howtion, they were still able to become ever, construction of this building
friends. These women were.not com- will not begin for years to·come.
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Wanted: New Peer Educators
By Jen Lenz
Contributing Writer
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eating disorders, date rape, HIVI
AIDS prevention, sexually transmitted diseases, alcohol, smoking, and
The Wellness Center is currently drug abuse prevention. · Then Press Release
accepting applications for Peer Edu- S.H.A.P.E. peer educators conduct
cators. The Peer Educators belong informal seminars in the residence
Kick off football season with
to Student HealthAdvocaies for Peer . halls and classrooms, as well as Monday Night Football at The Flight
Education, a .group that advocates through campus-wide events.
Deck. Come see the Miami Dolhealthy lifestyle choices for the Nova
The goals of this organization are phins battle it out again the Super
Southeastern University community. to provide health and wellness ser- Bowl XXXIII Champions, the DenS.H.A.P.E. members receive special- vices to the campus community, to ver Broncos on September 13; the
ized training in a variety of health- increase the awareness of healthy game starts at 8:00 p.m. Come enrelated topics including exercise and lifestyle choices, and to provide joy the game, a free buffet, and a
physical fitness, nutrition, stress . guidance and developmental support chance to win lots of prizes. Don't
management, healthy relationships,
see WELL.NESS on page 5
miss the bone crushing action! Just
remember that every Monday is
Monday Night Madness at The
Flight_Deckat8:00p.m.. NFL FootbaU will be on every TV m the house.
In' other news, The Flight Deck
is starting the Studen! Union Sports .
Tournaments. The six-week bowlBy Lee Hatcher
County's Department of Environ- ing league begins September 16 and
Contributing Writer
mental Resources Management runs through October 21, 1999. To
·(DERM) as a pollution control in- register at The Flight Deck, bring
There is a new edispector, an environ- $20 in cash (which covers the first
tion to the Math, Scimental educator fo- week) by September 9, 1999. Each
ence, Technology famcused on corporate en- additional week costs $5 per person .
ily this Fall 1999 term.
vironmental manage- and includes. shoe rental plus three
The new advisoi:, Sara
ment and energy effi- games at AMF Bowl on State Road
ciency, and in public 84, just east of Pine Island Road. The
Schenker, is not replacing Suzette as the Preeducation. After 3 top male and female bowler will each
Medicine advisor. Inyears she decided to re- win-a bowling ball (sponsored by
stead, Schenker will
turn to NSU, and hopes AMF Bowl). If you knock down a
assist students interto encourage and help colored pin, you would win Nova
ested in the Ocean Sara Schenker serves as a new Math, students become in- Bucks. By participating, you also get
Studies as well as En- Science and Technology Advisor.
volved in environmen- a chance to represent NSU at the
ACUI Regional Tournament. Teams
-Photo by W. Hammack ta} issues in addition to
vironmental Studies.
consist
of four people: two men and
Schenker took a
providing academic adtwo
women.
For more information
few moments to supply some back- vising for students.
call
The
Flight
Deck at 262-7288.
ground information. She holds a
Aside from her career life
This year's Nine Ball TournaBachelor of Science in Psychology Schenker also enjoys the good life,
ment
will be on October 5, at 7:00
and a Master's in Coastal Zone Man- general love for the environment,
p:m.
Be
sure to register at The Flight
agement; both degrees were ob- photography and the outdoors. She
Deck
by
Sept~mber 28, 1999.
tained from NSU. During her un- has a passion for horseback riding
Rounds
will
be single player, double
dergraduate years, she worked in and frequently rides competitively.
several offices at NSU including.
Schenker also mentioned that elimination. Take a shot and win a
Residential Life as a RA, Student she hopes to become active in envi- chance to represent NSU at the ACUI
Life as an officer in the outdoors and ronmental organizations on campus. Regional Tournament.
Also coming soon is the Straight
dive clubs,-and Admissions as a stu- She also want to help develop com. munity partnerships that will protect Cricket dart tournament on October
dent ambassador.
After taking Dr. Naomi natural resources and give students 26, 1999, at 7:00 p.m. Register at
D' Alessio's Living Earth class, she hands on career skills. She has great The Flight Deck by October 19,
decided to pursue a career in envi- energy and .motivation to get stu- 1999. Winner will also be sent to
ronmental protection. While com- dents the help that they need . . Al- represent NSU at the ACUI Regional
pleting her Masters, she worked full though advising is a new line of Tournament.
Keep your eyes open and check
time in the Financial Aid office as a work for her, she finds working with.
the
paper
often for more Flight Deck
student advisor. · After graduating, students in an educational environinformation.
she worked for Miami-Dade ment appealing.
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Got Wood???

Urgent lami/1 t:ar1,.1nc.
Coming Soon!

from the cover

lit for the rest ofthe night. Most
of the wood supplied for the fire
came from the various construction projects seen around campus. Last year, Junior, Tomer
Hanina had to leave halfway
through the party to get more
wood.
The band Zendog 's leading
singer was having problems getting people away from the Tiki
God and in front of the stage to
dance. Before the song Happy,
the band asked the crowd to step
away from the god and start
dancing.
Getose Gabriel slides under the limbo pole. winning $250
SGA pres ident, Arik NovaBucksm "GotWoodToo?'"
-Photo by NSUSGA
Chellew joined the festivities
hoping to meet many of his new it a draw and share the winnings at
constituents for the upcoming $250 Nova Bucks each.
school year. Chellew was involved
Junior, Troy Railsback enjoyed
in planning many of the activities the night. He said, "I like to see people
(including choosing the bands) for get together here at Nova since it
barely happens throughout the school
this party.
Around 10 p.m., the limbo con- . year." He continued, "I remember
test started as Junior, Shawn what it was like being a freshman and
Mostal threw "Got Wood Too?" T- having to meet new people and that
shirts into the crowd from t}:le tonight's activities was a very good
stage. The limbo contest went on way for people to meet and interact
for about a half-hour yielding two with each other."
semi-finalists: Freshman, Getose
Despite the heavily water-soaked
Gabriel and Senior, Randy wood, the night was a great hit for stuLoewenthal. After many attempts dents including many upperclassman
at a very hard and low limbo pole, who came· out hoping to introduce
both semi-finalists decided to call many freshmen to N.S.U.

.....F,.REE ·Mo·vrE·! rt·....
sponsored by the Campus Entertainment Committee

NOW SHOWING:

• Why wait in a busy
emergency room?
• Walk in center for
minor emergencies.
• No appointment _.
necessary.
• Most insurance's
accepted.
• Worker's
compensation injuries
accepted.
• Se habla espanol
James S. Sheeter

M.D., F.A.C.E.P.

236-9101

Medical Director
Board Certified Emergency Medicine

OFFICE HOURS:
Mon-Fri 9am - 8pm
Saturday 9am - 5pm

Promenade West Shopping Center
Less than 5 minute drive from NSU,
next to Longhorn Steakhouse

· ·- - - ..,.... ......... . .,mi ........ .

2337 S. University Dr.
Davie, FL 33324

wow
KEY WEST
ONLY $75!
October 1·3
Trip includes transportation, accommodations and a day on a Private Party
Boat. Our party boat will include snorkeling (equipment provided), water
skiing, knee boarding, sailing, wave runners, kayaks, _banana boat rides, surf
bike, wind surfing, barbecue and soft drinks.
Sign ups will be held outside of Parker September 17 at 9:00a.m.
· Only 18 spots to fill.
For more information contact Jen @ 262·7280.

Friday. Sept. 10. at Midnight
:
_Sunday. Sept. 12. at 2 p.m.
.•
Tuesday. Sept. 14 at 9 p.m.
:
:
: in the Rosenthal Flight Deck Theater :
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Please Note: We will be departing from the Rosenthal Stµdent Center@
12:00 p.m. on Friday, October l. NO EXCEPTIONS!
A weekend you do not want to miss!

This trip is brought to you by the CEC ofNSUSOA

For the latest news, visit us at http://pegasus/novaknight/
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Lynn Caw1ey
: : ·;fr~-~- ,e talks about The
.·· STAR Pro·gram
·

ByAngelAli
Staff Writer
I recently met with Lynn Cawley,
Assistant Director of Admissions
here at Nova Southeastern University, in order to discuss the newly
implemented Student Telecounseling
Admissions Representative or STAR
Program. Cawley oversees the pro.gram, which has been a great sue.cess so far. Since many students are
unfamiliar wit}:i the program, Cawley ·
sat down with me and answered a
few questions.
What is your position here at
.Nova Southeastern University?
I am the Assistant Director of
Admissions. I am responsible for the
telecounseling program. I am responsible for the dual admissions
program. I am responsible for all of
the campus visitation days that we
have on campus, all the open houses
and things like that. I am also responsible for all of the special events that
we have on campus. Any groups that
come on campus, I formulate the
plan. Basically, when groups come
on campus they want to see the cam-NA'ff!JR1£.
pus, they want to know about the
(Nova/s .)iclYtffff.emenl low'ff'rd.$ campus, so I arrange and implement
that particular program. And I do all
the travel schedules for all the counselors when they travel. I make sure
they are where they are supposed to
·and what college fairs they are
be
sttongprograil1µ1ing.$uqh;J~.$.·~
supposed to be attending.
Many people around campus
are unfamiliar with the STAR Program. Could you explain a little
about it?
STAR stands for Student
Telecounseling Admissions Repre.NS.:F!S'vA
sentative, and basically what th~ students do is they are students here at ·
the university, and they contact potential students by phone. They work
in the evening, and they use our com)branches:•a11;;~xe¢utfa1
puter inquiry system here set up for
·. student:senate.that,rewresents all, the Admissions office. They also
qualify the students. In other words,
if a student meets an admissions
counselor, like at a college fair, and
Vc\l1C¢SJdeas.• ~d fSSlle$-OfOOJ1C~tn
that information comes back to us
of s.tuderits:ito t~e Oniyet.sity
and, of course, we put it in our comministration..
puter system. Whatthe student does
·is contact that student to find out how
interested they are in the university
as well as how interested we are in

:!::t'i!!:t~:}~e,~~~1Jl;hi,i.g

·!!~:~:::~::::::t::~~~;::;~--·

~rr•
•ea:~1;,*·
e board; .

··1:i:~~i~: ~:;.;~.;t~:~~:~~:aµ-

that particular student. So they go with parents, with brothers and sisinto the computer system, and they ters just finding out a little more
qualify that student. If the student is about the university.
very intere$ted in the university, it
Did you start this program?
will be indicated within the computer
No, it is part of a particular com·system. If the student says 'Hey I am puter system. It is part of Noelnot really interested in coming to the · Levitz, a consulting firm that we
university,' then we sort of stop com-

STAR stands for Student
Telecounseling Admissions
Representative, and basically·what the
-students do is they are students here at
the university, and they contact
potential students by phone .
munication with that particular student. What that does is., it gives the
current student the opportunity to
speak with a potential student, and
it gives a potential student obviously
an excellent opportunity to speak
with a current student. And if we
have students that are coming for
campus visitation days, they will
actually contact the student to see if
they are coming to the event or if
they have any questions. And often
times, they will speak with students,

have used over the years. It is a consulting firm that the Farquhar Center has used. Within that particular
company, they have· this computer
system that we use and it kind of
keeps track of all the students that
have shown their interest. From the ,
time that they inquire about the university all the way up to the time that
they enroll all the communication is
kept within this computer system.
Well, what they did was they develsee STAR on vaJ!e JO

·1,

ll fiWFYiitt'-tE·asmnt: llf""""~ · · .. ·
. ,. tt::: a, a so t.e.e.a::t.t.t12,, a e, setr 1 ·
Expansion At Our Boca Location
Offers Excellent Opportunities
For Rapid Growth!
• Collections
• Customer Service
• Correspondence
• Payment Processing
• Physical Security
• Human Resources
• Information Technology
ACS offers an outstanding salary & benefits package including:
• Huge bonus incentives &year end bonus
• EmployeC:1 Referral Bonus Program
• 401 (k) w/Company match

• Tuition reimbursement
• Extensive paid training
• Night and Spanish differential

ACS offers unlimited opportunity for advancement!
Full time, part time, and Internships available, Flexible hours.
Saturday and evening interviews available. Walk ins welcome. Please bring resume.

Employees must meet eligibility requirements.

w,rn r,: ro, 11,FWfltJ ,, ~ t1u11tt1
Attn: NSUKN 4700 Blue Lake Drive, Boca Raton, FL 33431
Fax: (561) 994-5881 acshr@appliedcard.com ,www.appliedcard.com

Applied Card Systems
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Premed Comes
to
the
Rescue
·
ti I;

The data also showed that the
By Peter Salerno
·
~ Campus Life Staff Writer best place to have a heart attack in
theUnited States is in Sea.ttle, WashOn Saturday August 21, ington. Amazingly, nearly 50 per1999, the Premed Society held their cent of the population in Seattle is
first activity of the year. The event, able to perform CPR. A system of
teaching CPR in high
a first aid class, was directed
schools has made the
toward the freshmen; howWashington popµlation
ever, anybody was allowed to
highly educated in first
attend. The host was Senior,
aid techniques.
Edmund Fry III, the acting
Fry continued the
Battalion Fire Chief for the
seminar by explaining
City of Lighthouse Point.
the need for people to be
The informational seminar
able to perform CPR and
began by explaining the facts
about heart disease and how every- first aid techniques. He said that the
one can fight it together. According average response time to an emerto Fry's data, there are 1.1 million gency 911 call in Broward County
heart attacks per year in the United is 5 to 5 _ minutes, which is poor
States. Of those 1.1 million attacks, considering that brain death starts
480,000 people die from heart dis- anywhere from 4 to 6 minutes:
Fry reemphasized that heart atease because patients do not receive
the appropriate treatment within the tack can occur at any age due to the
first five crucial minutes of the at- many different causes of heart attack.
see PREMED on page JO

Wellness
CenterNeeds
New Peer
Educators
from page 2

·
''~~~~'
~
&lei
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programs for educational and preventive intervention. In addition,
S.H.A.P.E. members provide a comprehensive ref~rral network of health
and wellness resources to the entire
campus community.
Student Health Advocates for
Peer Education learn by educating
others, make new friends, improve · .·qd-visQi' Qley¢QT•.
communication and leadership skills,
Pi1chologJ :Cltib
and receive campus recognition. If
you are interested in becoming a peer
l'hi~.Qtga.h),zationprovides expe..
educator, please stop by the Wellness
Center, located in the FarquarTrailer
Annex Rooms 101-104, or call 2627040 for more information.

mt•~€:
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goi;ng to
·law school?
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J;His oirgaD!~~tiori .~riltes.:;tudents

NSU THBATBI/ ARTS PIDDUM
(Co-wrriculum program offered by Student Life)
CLASSES
ACTING
ACTING FOR VIDEO
DRAWING AND PAINTING
IMPROVISATIONAL DANCE
LA TIN DANCE (SALSA & OTHERS)

Work..~hop #2
"Bui what are they REALLY saying?"

Identifying Behavior and Li.~tening Skills
Work.~hop#3
"Playing the Game"

Using the actor's technique to get what you
want.

PRIVATE LESSONS
VOICE
PIANO
GUITAR
WORKSHOPS
ACTING FOR LA WYERS
Workshop#!
"Yt1ur Stress Reduction Rt1ute"
Relaxaion an~ Concentration Techniques.

ENHANCING BUSINESS
PERFORMANCE .
"Rallying the Troupes"
The theatrical ensemble as model for
teamwork in busines.~
PSYCHODRA~A

Each class is $ 30 FOR 6 WEEKS OR $ 55 FOR 12 WEEKS
Each workshop is $ 25
Classes Start September 7th.
Registration from August 11th through September 11th.
The enrollment on the class is complete only after the student has turned in the offices of
Student Life (Rosenthal Building) the Registration Form with a check for the.amount of
the class made out to Nova Southeastern University.

For More l nformatiop Call 262-7285
· On the Internet at: http://www.nova.edu/cwsi/studenU

By Keith Fousek
Contributing Writer
If so, Phi Alpha Delta is the fra.ternity for you. PAD is a law-based
academic fraternity chartered on
campus. You do not have to be a
legal studies major, just interested
in the law. Law schools and other
graduate schools look at more than
just your grade point average and
LSAT scores. They look at your resume as w~ll as extra-curricular ac.:.
tivities. They want well-rounded
students who participate in their
school's functions and programs.
PAD has a lot to offer NSU students.
We have study groups for the legal
courses, study courses for the LSAT,
and practice LSAT exams 'with
Kaplan. We are hosting a practice
LSAT at the end of September for
members and will be set up like a
real test.
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For the latest news, visit us at http://pegasus/novaknighU
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By Krista Kepple
Phi .Sigma Sigma Arch on

A New Start for IFC
By Scot Roseman
Proud Brother of
Theta Delta Chi
Here we go! The Inter-fraternity
Council kicked off the year with The
Jail for Bail in which IFC members
were put in jail to raise funds for the
IFC. Joe Virginio, IFC President;
Nick Claudio, Vice _President of
Membership; Joe Ricupero, Vice
President of Administrative; Mike
Davis, Vice President of Internal;
Shawn Mostal, Sigma-- Alpha Mu
Delegate; and Arik Chellew, Beta
Theta Pi Delegate; all participated
in the event which raised $400.
IFC is looking forward to a great
year. Rush is goirig very well and
we are excited to see all the interest
in our prestigious fraternities. IFC
had many successful rush events
including attending a Marlins game.

This semester, IFC has their
planned their first all Greek social for
Hell.
October 9, called "Heaven
AT this social, the sorority women
willdress up as angels and the fraternity men as devils.
The Brothers of Beta Theta Pi are
proud to announce, along with the
rest of the IFC that they are starting
the year off strong. Beta has pioneered recruitment through a scholarship program. Three scholarships
are offered and all incoming male
freshmen are eligible. The goal is to
promote the entire IFC community by
opening the new students' eyes to the
Greek world. Another accomplish.ment that Beta would like to acknowledge is the 100% participation of the
IFC fraternities through this semi-formal rush period. It ~s definitely going to be a great year.

n:

The sisters of Phi Sigma Sigma
would like to welcome everyone to
Nova. We would like to invite ev~ry woman on campus to the Kickoff RUSH event on September 14
in the Mailman Hollywood Building, Room 309 at 7:00 p.m. If you
not sure if you would like to become a sister in a sorority, come to
the information session and see
what sororities are about, then decide. There is no commitment for
simply attending the first night. See
what sorority life is all about, and
who knows, maybe you will like it!
~-------------'

The Epsilon Beta Chapter of
Sigma Alpha Mu Fraternity would
like to announce that their National
Headquarters has ratified their charter. The road to chartering has been
a long one for the brothers of Sigma
Alpha Mu, but they are certainly
proud of this accomplishment. A
special thanks goes out to their past
Adam Benson, and current
Prior,
.
·
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------- -}.::- Prior Shawn Mostal for all their hard
work and dedication during this process.
· Brother's Shawn Mostal and
B
j ·/
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.
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Joe Ricupero attended the conven.By Matth¢l\' Shelby /
.•-·
tion in Los Angeles, California and
we able to interact with brothers
>> _-< __ _ _- _________ . _ _. __ .- .- - .- . _
- _-_·_-_-_ .. ____________ -.-.-- _-.from several Sammy chapters
around the country. Brothers
:!fu1hlJeteo~i~i~i~tfi1t116fr~i6i.fu~ef
Ricupero-and Mostal were able to
, yeat.
pf the
@fhllowsf •> y ·- - -------------------·-_-,------- bring
back several resources from
··: <·:.:::::: ::.:.:···-:>.>.>:>>. >::-/·>::;::?:?.
::.::..>.:·:: .::: :::::._.·.:::.:-:::::::::
this great event and look forward to
implementing several new and e;,..- •: • Jecld•sot()·-·Pr~kid~Iit:••••••••::••••.:•·:· : :
• • • • • • • · :·•·• • •:• • • •:;·•:• • • • • •
}J~ii .To$epfoi\ii~¥l>tei;i4tt1t}... . .:.... >>><
> •.•. :...... -... _.
citing programs through the Epsilon
Beta chapter. The brothers of Sigma
·Alpha Mu are looking forward to an
exciting year highlighted by their
· · ·>
~rr:l!1YrmVd!!~d11¢ator><
"Bounce for Beats Philanthropy, "
.:.-_-: Aridrew•Sacher - RectilitrnerifChait.
September 30-0ctober 1, 1000, and
our "Toucan Sam Party." The
Sammys also want to take this opportunityto wish every fraternity and
:·• a:eementsemitiat•on:Autitlst:-• 19::• t 999t••The.brothers:6f Beta,recomize
sorority at NSU the best ofluck with
rush as well as welcome each and
every new student to the NSU family.
Theta Delta Chi would like to
welcome everyone back to another
year at NSU. _Labor Day is our an. nual party, "Sunsplash," at the Rec
Plex at noon. Food and drinks will
. be provided. Everyone is invited to
. come hang out and have fun.
This year is going to be one the
.
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econ. study group
coffee with roommate
Greg's party

Styles to fit your life
at p~ices that fit even better.
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Brand names for less. Every day.·

Every day Marshalls has a huge selection of the latest brand name fashions for you and even cool stuff for your dorm room.
· All for much less. So you can look your best without spending a fortune.

Visit us near campus in Pembroke Pines at Pembroke Commons

1-800-Marshalls
www.allcampusmedia.com/marshalls
Merchandise will vary by·store. ©.1999 Marshalls
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tow. After witnessing an odd chain
By Deana Daneau
of events that result in the demise of B T. S
y 1m tone
Spencer's partner and his wife,
Entertainment
Contributing Writer
Jillian's suppressed fears and me1;1Staff Writer
tal instability from long ago begm
For weeks, critics and moviego- to resurface. Though seemingly
ers alike have been anxiously await- committed and doting as usual,
ing the release of writer/director Spencer distances himself from Jill
Rand Ravich 's creepy thriller The byrefusingtodjscusswhatoccu~e~
The Brooklyn "drabAstronaut's Wife. Having already in space and rather con~ols the mtt- four'\ Type O Negative, are
proved himself proficient in writing macy issue by almos_t v10lently ~nd back again with their fifth alfor the horror/suspense genre purposely impregnatmg he~.
.
bum World Coming Down.
(Candyman 2, Hellraiser4), Ravich's
As Jill's pregnan~y with tw~ns · This ablum is a journey back
soon-to-open project had become a progresses, herparan01a surroundi~g to their heavier days of Slow,
presumed hit. Only a well-composed the identity of her hu~band and his Deep, and Hard, while exhibscript could tantalize the likes of ac- unusual behavior he~ghte~s. Al- iting the songwriting charactor Johnny Depp, right? Not neces- though others teU her its all JUSt due teristics of the last ablum
sarily.
to hormonal changes, one NASA October Rust.
Singer/
To create a Revenge of the Body employee tracks her down t~ confirm songwriter/bassist Peter
Snatchers/Rosemary's Baby hybrid her wildest fears: Spencer is _not the Steele drops his vocal range another
rap like the current trend in heavy
man she· married. It octave for such anthems a~ "Every- music. Instead, he sings low, seducsounds like a good one I Love is Dead" and "Everything tive lyrics that make your hair stand
) story. ai:id ~ndamen- Dies". The haunting melodies and on end.
tally 1t 1s; It ~. the_ ex~ dark, spooky guitars are enough to
The best songs on the ablum inecution, the telhng
make Stephen King wet the bed. clude "Everyone I Love is Dead",
of the story that is pro- And
·
"All Hallows Eve", and -"Pyretta
saic and uninventive.·
their cover of The Beatles .clas- Blaze". There are also three tracks
Fran_kly, . envious sic, "Day Tripper", will leave want- where keyboardist Josh Silver works
loathmg directed at the ing more.
his magic and makes you feel afraid
two leads for their proThis thirteen track album is great of the dark. This ablum is a worthy
found good looks i~ at . example of fine production work as follow-up to their 1996 release "Octimes more appealmg · well as excellent songwriting. The tober Rust".
than any predictable drums and bass are very present and
For Fans of: Black Sabbath, My
plot twist.
.
extremely crisp, and the guitars and Dying Bride, Piston, Paradise Lost,
And although, m keyboard set just the right
Depeche Mode, and The Cure
atmosphere for this eerie band.
my opinion, J?epp an_d
Catch Tim on 88.5 FM every
Theron re~hze their Straying from typical metal albums,
characters Just a . s Steele does not growl, scream, or Thursday for Metal Madness (7they should, turnmg grunt his gothic vocals, nor does he 8 p.m.) and Local Hour (8-9 p.m.).
out great performances, the script
The 14th Annual Fort Lauderdale International
does not include clear,
concise character de.loh1my Depp (Spe11cer Annticost) a11d Charlize Theron (Jillian
Film Festival
Annacost) star i11 The Astronaut'.1· Wife.
velopment. The audiOctober 2Qth '-- November 14th
-Plwto from www.astro11autswife.com.
ence is given no true
for the 90s might explain Ravich's reason as to why we should care Press Release
motivations for rehashing such a about Jillian at all. Ravich's script
Now celebrating its 14th year as rector.
pas.se story. Spencer (Depp) and continues to deteriorate, as support- the longest festival in the world, the
Some of the Festival events ining
characters are virtually extras. Fort Lauderdale International Film clude a star-studded opening night,
Jillian Armacost (Charlize Theron)
are the perfect couple: she a school- They exist peripherally and at no Festival presents programming and closing night and luminaries gala. In
teacher and he an astronaut. Their time do we fully understand, feel, or special events in Miami, Hollywood, the past, the Festival has honored
bond is tight and far reaching, even care about their support of Jill spe- Fort Lauderdale and Boca Raton. In some of the industry's best and
out of this world. But when NASA cifically.
.
1998, over 62,000 admissions came brightest including actors: Nick
Equipped with prefabnca~ed thought the turnstiles for screenings Nolte, Michael Caine, Kevin Spacey,
mysteriously loses contact with
Spencer and his partner during a story lines, a slick look, and s~nm~g of over 120 films from 35 countries. David Arquette, directors John
space walk, Spencer is forever star appeal, The Astronauts. Wife "The Festival is certainly the most Frankenheimer, Robert Wise and ac..
could have had the potential to diversified with every imaginable tresses Audrey Hepburn and Chrischanged.
Although Spencer returns a hero, launch writer/director Rand Ravich program, presenting something for tina Applt?,gate.
he quickly chooses to leave the space i~to Hollywood's A-list orbit. It's everyone," remarks Gregory von
Entries are currently being acprogram and move to New York with too bad that his attempt at a provoca- Rausch, Fort Lauderdale Interna- cepted for both professional ,nd stuhis reluctantly· supportive wife in tive script scrubbed that mission.
tional film Festival's Executive Diue FILM on page JO
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biology lab
kickboxing class
movie with Jeff

Fashions that make the moment.
Prices that make the grade .
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Every day Marshalls has a huge selection of the latest brand name fashions for you and even cool stuff for your dorm room.
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.JimmyMazz
Singer, ·Songwriter & Entertainer
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oped a telecounseling program. It is
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will have a large contmgent of
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Date: Friday, September 10th
·Time: 6:00 p.m.
Location: Rosenthal Student Center,The Flight Deck
·Jimmy Mazz has devoted the past 22 years ofhis life to music~ appearing
at clubs, private parties, coffeehouses and colleges throughout Long
Island and New -V:ork City. His unique solo act, featuring a twelvestring acoustic guitar, has established strong recognition and an everincreasing following. He often invited gifted musicians to accompany
him, creating a versatile
style. Jim's powerful
-• vocal delivery, as result
of singing from the
heart, draws his
audience into the mood
of each song. His
original
album,
Ordinary Man, coproduced by Billy Joel's
longtime bass player
Doug Stegmeyer, is
presently receiving
airtime on radio stations
in New York, California
and Florida; Ordinary
Man offers a dynamic
blend of instrumental
arrangements and lyrics
that reac h beyond
specific classification.
/
Whether he sings solo,
with his twe-Jve-string or is accompanied by a band, the feeling behind
his voice will touch every listener.

FiltnFestivalfrompage8

dent films . The categories range
from full length feature, shorts and
documentaries. New this year, the
Fort Lauderdale International Film
Festival along with Script Magazine
launched the 1st Annual Script Writing Competition to help promote and
recognize new talent.

Visit the Film Festival
website
at .
www.ftlaudfilmfest.com
for more information or
, call the office at (954) ·
·760.:.9898.

Has it been successful so far?
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Premed Seminar

It has been very successful. Last
year was really the first year that we
started the program and I had a few from page 5
- se.e THE STAR on next page

IFC
Welcome
from page 6

best Theta has ever had. We are
planning October Fest. In Novemher, we will help "Women in Distress." In December we will concentrate on keeping our grades up
by focusing on our finals._ January
we are thinking of hating the "First
Toga Party of the, Millennium."
February is when we through the
"Velvety Valentine" Dane with
Delta Phi Epsilon.. Shamrock the
House will occur in March in honor
of St. Patrick's Day. We will end
the year with our largest event, "The
Thompson Cup," a roller hockey
tournament to raise funds for the
United Cancer Research Society.

/FC would like to
welc 0 ..· .· II th . . . .
. ·d·· ·.. · m eh a NS.·.Ue "·n ew.. .
stu ents to t e · . · Jami 1y
and hope to see everyone
at all the events. We hope
you have a.great year..

tacks. . The seminar continued with
an explanation on how to take care
for bums, wounds, amputations, and
fainting spells. For a bum, the best
thing to do with is to place a very
clean towel over the skin until proper
medical attention is obtained. Depending on what type of wound it is,
the best thing to do is to apply direct
pressure to the skin until the proper
medical personal are sought. For
amputations, the best thing to .do is
to place a cut finger or toe onto a bed
of ice to preserve the blood starving
tissue and to seek medical attention
as quickly as p'ossible.
. The last medical accident that Fry
discussed was about dizziness and
fainting spells, which is actually quite
common. The best thing to do for
these types of patients is to assess
. their ABC's: Airway, Breathing, and
Circulation. If the patient fails in any
of those categories, the best thing to
do is to call 911 and seek medical attention immediately because time can
mean life or death for many of these
patients. ,
For more life saving tips or PreMedical Society information, e-mail
them at premed@polaris.nova.edu.
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The STAR Program

Mock Trial Team(s)
Forming

from previous page

a certain amount of calls but not all
of those calls are completed. We
complete close to 48 percent of the
calls that we attempt. That is very
high. The national average is like
32 percent so we contact a lot of student and I would like to see that increase to 50-52 percent. Also, basically, the responsibility of the STAR
is to qualify the students to see how
we are interested in the student. I
would like to see us get to the point
where we also talk to students who
have been accepted to the school. I
think that that would be very beneficial. I would like to also implement a better incentive program because we do have a small incentive
program but I think there needs to
be more such as more gift certificates to the book store and food gift
certificates, things like that that the
What are your goals for the student is really going to be able to
·
use and benefit by.
upcoming year?
You said there were nine
Well, there are several. On~ is to
increase the number of the students people working for you now?
see LYNN on page 15
that we have contacted. We attempt

telecounselors that worked for me.
Now, this is the second year of the
program and we have made tremendous strides in calling students. I
have a staff of nine people that work
for me now, which-is quite large. Just
to give you an example, this computer system that we use keeps track
of all the phone calls that were made:
how many we attempted and how
many we completed. Just as an example for this y_ear from September
first to April thirtieth the students
_attempted 23, 791 calls and they
completed 11,500 calls. That is almost half. Toatis about 48 or 49
percent and in terms of
telecounseling that is extremely
high. To be able to reach fifty percent of the students that you try to
call is pretty good. That's pretty
much what I do.

Any student interested in
participating, contact Keith
-Fousek at
kfousekl@bellsouth.net or
Peggy. Swank at
pswank@hotmail.com. All
areas of study are welcome.
There will be no initial cost to
members.·
.
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SHOOTER
WWW.SHOOTER-UK.COM
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APPEARING IN CONCERT

:

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16TH
BPM, WARSAW
MEET MEMBERS OF THE BANDS WHEN YOU VISIT THE DKNY uEANS SHOP
AT BURDINES AVENTURA • THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16TH AT 6PM

Li]~~

RECE,VE A GIFT WITH ANY $75 PURCHASE. WHILE SUPPLIES LAST.

l='"OR MORE INFORMATION, CHECK OUT WWW.COLUMBIARECORDS.COM.

www.columbiarecords.com
"Columbia" and "Aware" and ~ Reg. U.S. Pat. & Tm. Off. Marca Registrada./ "C2 Records" and.., are trademarks of Sony Music Entertainment
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The Final
Welcome
By Alyson M. Dion
Editor in Chief

I know, you have heard it over
and over again: Welcome to N.S.U.
Well; since I am required to write at
least one editorial per issue I figured
that I would start this year off with
yet another welcome. So, instead of
a plain, old welcome, how about this
- We are glad that you are here!
And now, for some Knight News:
The Knight Newspaper staff recently
participated in the Club/Organizational Fair during Welcome Weekend in which several students visited
our table and entered our contest to
win an official The Knight Newspaper T-shirt. Congratulations to Erika
Nager who won the extremely cool
and . stylish, official The Knight
Newspaper T-shirt.
Anyone interested in writing for
fun may participate in our recently
started a Knight Writers program in
conjunction )Vith the Office of Student Life. Here is how it works:
Anyone who submits an article that
is at least 300 but no more that 500
words and contains at least two
quotes is eligible for this program.

·
hopes to attend law school. He told
By Peter Salerno
me that he really had no problem
Campus Life Staff settling into his dorm room. He exWriter
plained how Junior Shawn Mostal ·
helped him move in by giving inforAs I Wiltched incoming freshmen mation on where he could find a flat
· move into the dorms Friday, August cart to help bring his heavy belong20, and Saturday, August 21, I could ings up to his room. This sort ofheJp
not help but remember what it is was and kindness reassured Ortiz that he
like three years ago for me to enter a was not completely alone in the re-

You will receive an official, extremely cool and stylish The Knight
Newspaper T-shirt along with 10
Nova Bucks for your first article. For
every article after that you will receive 20 Nova Bucks. The writer
who writes the most articles by the
end of the semester will receive a $50
· gift certificate to his/her place of
choice. Have no fear, paid staff is
ineligible. We are here to help you
out as much as possible, so if you
need an, article suggestion, please
feel free to stop by the office, and
we will gladly help you chose one.
This year is going to be huge and
we need all the help we can to cover
all the exciting events! If you know
of an event or activity on or off campus, please let us know as soon as
humanly possible. The earlier we ·
know, the greater the chance a staff
writer will be there to report on it and
-take photos:
·
Well, enough about us. Congratulations on making it (or in some
cases continuing at) Nova. I met
many new faces at Orientation and
cannot wait to see them again at
events throughout the year.

It seems people just

"can't stand the cold anymore."
school that seemed like a labyrinth _ ally big place we call Nova.
of rooms and people. I remember
I asked several people why they
feeling lost and very confused as I chose to attend Nova. Again and
entered college for the first time here again, I received the same response
at Nova Southeastern University. · - Location. It seems people just
Over the past weekend, I had the · "can't stand the cold anymore."
opportunity to speak with a few of
Ortiz, like many other students
the incoming freshmen. One particu- from the northeast, learned about
lar freshman I interviewed was Cesar Nova through his guidance counseOrtiz from Brooklyn, New York. lor ahd decided that it was the scqool
Ortiz is a Legal · Studies major and for him.

tiEltl~&L llttttKli
746-7969
* Recommended or Required texts

*
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Reviews, Board Rev1~ws
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~@·
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SPECIAL 4\
ORDER FOR

*Stethoscopes (Littman)

Yg~;~! 3

cg;

jf~

*Diagnostic equipment (Welchanen
* Pocket Books
*Thousands .of books in stack to preview
*Scrub Set $19.99
*Lab Coats
*Present this ad for discount*

LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE IN TOWN
WE'LL BEAT ANY INTERNET PRICE
(AFTER SHIPPING CHARGES)

..oin our Book .CLub! \ Earn poin~s for. discounts, books, or credits toward
Staff Writer. Angel Ali. and Associate Editor. Mike Citron, man "The Knight"
Newspaper'.~ table at the Club/Organization Expo held during Welcome Weekend.
Many students entered our contest the win an offir:,ial "The Knight" New,\paper Tshirt.
-Photo by A. Dion

· purchases. Ask for your frequent buyer's card!!!

A. LAUDERDALE MEDICAL BOOKS & SUPPLIES
7151 W. OAKLAND PARK BLVD. OAKBROOK PLAZA
(945) 746-7969

Wlra'.ftlauderdalemedical.com

For the latest news, visit us at http://pegasus/novaknighU
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The Power of Touch:
The Touch Research Institute
By Dana Kalichman
Contributing Writer
The Touch Research Institute,
located in the NSU module directly
behind the Parker building, is beginning its second year studying the effects of touch on the human body
with the use of massage therapy.
Gjna DePaulo, a licensed massage therapist of the Touch Research
Institute (TRI), and her team of experts have been conducting ongoing
research on autistic children at Nova.
The Institute studies the changes in
their behavior before and after the
use of massage therapy. The NSU/
TRI has also taught fathers the cor-

rect way to use touch in order to form
a closer bond between the father and
child. During a five week period,
fathers learned the correct way to
interact with their infants and became more open to responding to
their child's needs.
A massage hits certain pressure
points that increase blood circulation
and bring oxygen to brain. This has
proven that massage therapy can
· change one's mood, reduce depression and ease anxiety. DeFaulo believes that each person should receive a massage once in while.
"Touch is a necessity, not a luxury,"
stated DePaulo. The NSU/TRI welsee TOUCH on page 18

Nova Prepares ForY2K
- By Allison Piranio
Contributing Writer
Y2K is everywhere. The abbreviation for "Year Two-Thousand"
has seeped into American popular
culture and is seen everywhere from
car advertisements to stock reports.
However, the term Y2K began in
the computer industry. Also known
as the "millennium bug," the Y2K
problem has to do with a computer's
ability to process dates. When many
computers were originally programmed, the year 2000 was not accounted for. Instead, the date system in most computers allocated
only two spaces for the year. This
system is fine until the end of 1999,
but come 2000 computers may have
difficulty. Now, when a computer is
figuring the age of a person, it sub-tracts the year a person was born
from the current year ... 9980= 19 ... and comes up with the correct answer. Next year, 00-80= 80.: .. a twenty-year-old is -80 ! She's
never been born.
When Y2K problem was first
recognized, many experts believed
that it would cause a major crisis in
a world dependent on computers.
The experts quickly set out to eradicate the problem.
As any Nova student knows, the

FREE
H/llRCUT
MONTH OF SEPTEMBER

PANACHE SALON
OF EMERALD HILLS

.(954) 987-3210
3385 SHERIDAN STREET
HOLLYWOOD, FL.33021
. MUST SHOW STUDENT ID AT TIME OF SERVICE
SELECTED STYLYSTS ONLY

NSU campus is highly dependent on
computers. Nova has already taken National Science Foundation
Fellowships are awarded for ·
many steps to make the computer
.
graduate study leading to researchbased masters or doctoral degrees in
systems Y2K compliant and is cur- Graduate Research
rently testing the remainder of its Fellowship Program
the fields of science, mathematics,
and engineering supported by the
programs. All basic operating sys- . Press Release
The National Science Foundation NSF. Applicants must be citizens,
terns in the computer labs are compliant. Other campus comput~rs, (NSF) will award approximately 900 · nationals,. or permanent resident
outside the labs, are in the process new Graduate Research Fellowships aliens of the United States at the time
of becoming Y2K ready.
. to support graduate study in science; of application. Applicants must be
Steven "Rocky" Loiacano, the . mathematics, and engineering. The at or near the beginning of their
Assistant Director of the Microlab, NSF contracts with Oak Ridge Asso- ·graduate study in science, mathemat.
. .
predicts that although the school is ciated Universities (ORAU) to pro- 1cs, or engmeenng.
taking measures to update their com- · vide the support services for this pi:es. Each three-tear fellowship proputers, Y2K will still create problems tigious fellowship program.
vides a stipend of $15,000 for l2in some programs. He states that
Announcement materials for the month tenure, and a cost-of-educaprograms such as Microsoft Excel, 2000 competition and information re- tion allowance of $10,500 per tenwhich deals with numbers, will ex- garding electronic retrieval of appli- ure year. Graduate Research Fellowperience bugs when doing calcula- cation materials are enclosed. These ship are a\\:'.arded on the basis of
.
include: Program Announcement; In- merit. Disciplinary panels of scientions.
"Of course there will be prob- stitutional Request for Application tists, mathematicians, and engineers
lems," says Loicano, ''but we have Materials form; instructions for convened for NSF by ORAU will
been working for months [testing FastLane; and the publicity poster. review each applicant's qualificacomputers on campus]."
For additional information, contact tions.
NSU's microweb page has a sec- the NSF Graduate Research FellowIn assuming the ·responsibility
tion dedicated to Y2K. According ship Program, ORAU, P.O. Box 3010, for the support services for this flagto Loiacano, the page is constantly Oak Ridge, TN 37831-3010, phone ship program, which has assisted
updated with information pertaining ( 423) 241-4300, electronic mail: thousands of outstanding U.S. sciento the software compatibility testing nsfgrfp@orau.gov or fax (423) 241- tists and engineers, Oak Ridge Asacross the campus.
4513.
sociated Universities affirms its dediThe deadline forapplying in the cation to maintaining the high qualThough the phrase Y2K is familiar to the student body, the problem . 2000 competition is November 4, ity and reputation of this national
does not rate high on their lists of 1999. Awards will be announced in competition achieved in its 48 years
see Y2K on page 18 March 2000.
.of existence.
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Lynn Cawley Speaks Up Nova·Southeastern Ranks
Lowest With US News
About STARS
News report were brought down by
career development program. The
What types of people make
Yes. Let me give you who basicareer development program is open
. cally started working for me from good telecounselors?
enrollment requiring nothing more
Well it's a fun job. If you are acthe very beginning. A student by the
What did Nova do wrong? Ev- than a high school diploma or GED.
name of Tamika Rahming, who just tive either here on campus or if you ery year US News & World Report Classes are at night taught mostly by
graduated this year, Caleb Kennedy, are a freshman and you were active rates colleges throughout the coun- adjunct professors. Most of these
Jack Christianson, Allyson Woods in high school and plan on being ac- · try. Recently, the year 2000 report students are adults with full-time
and Jennifer Clemens. Those were - tive when you are here at the Uni- hit newsstands. In the report's cat- jobs who take only a couple classes
basically the students who began versity, it's a great job. You work in egory of academic reputation, Nova . a semester. _However, students in the
working with me from the very be- the early evenings so that doesn't came -in dead last. Academic reputa- program receive the exact same deginning. In addition to them we interfere at all with you classes dur- tion, the only subjective ·attribute, gree as those in the undergraduate
have added several others: Getose ing the day. It also doesn't interfere counts for 25% of the final score in day program.
Gabrielle, Antoinette Carlosy, with any of your schoolwork that you all categories.
· On the other hand, Nova was
Mustafa Pirzada, Christina Geivers wanted to do during the hight or even
According to US News & World rated fifth in the category of"High- .
and most recently Tara Perrozola. if you wanted to go out and do some Reports web page, academic repu- est Proportion With Classes Under
Tamika was one of the first student things later on in the evening. You tation was determined by surveying Twenty Students." But in the cattelecounselors that we had here and work in a fun environment and the . the president, provost, and dean of egory of Alumni Giving Rate Nova
I will miss her greatly. Allyson people who work here are fun admissions of all universities . ."Of- scored 1%, the lowest score possible.
Woods and Jennifer Clemens are people. Ifyou like to talk on the tele- ficials evaluated schools in their own
Nova is considered one of the
both in the dual admission P.A. pro- phone, if you have an outgoing per- category by placing institutions for 228 national universities, only 81 begram so they will be moving over sonality, and if you would like to which
i n g
to the ·P.A. school so they will no make students as welcome on cam- ·the Y
With the career development program, small class P r i longer be working here. And pus then you were when you came could
size, and only being thirty-two years old this year,
v a! e •
Antionette is in the dual admission then you are the person for this job. ~ake Nova found its way to worst academic reputation of which .
pharmacy program so she will be
judg~
any university in the nation.
offer a
moving over there too. Those stufull
For more information mm~
dents are top knotch callers for us
range
in to
and I will miss them greatly. So I about the STAR Program one of the four quartiles" stated the of undergraduate majors plus options
will be looking to hire new students or to learn how you can get web page. · Only 62% of the repre- in master's and doctoral degrees.
to take their places although taking
responded. If the school Nova, a relatively small and new
involved contact Lynn sentatives
their places will be very difficult.
did not respond, US News rated the university, is being compared to
Is there anything you would Cawley at 262-8009 or via school according to different at- schools that have larger, better
·
you like to inform the student
tributes. A total of eleven-catego- known programs.
e-mail
at
body about this program?
Turning the page, US News lists .
ries make up the test of higher edu-_
Yes. The hours that we work are cawley@polaris.nova.edu. cation facilities.
the best National Liberal Arts Col5:30 to 8:30, Monday through
see US NEWS on page 18 ·
, Perhaps Nova's scores for the US
Thursday and then we usually a l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ternate on Sundays, working from ·
2:00 to 6:00. The obvious reason for
those hours is that that is the time
that we can contact the high school
student or the transfer student. You
can't call during the day because
For Professionals, Professors
they are in school and sometimes FREE BABY BOOM llOX
and Students.
it's even hard to get them at night
+
because of all the activiti~s that stuEARN$1200
*For TRANSCRIPTION of
dents do. I pay $6.00 an hour for
recorded
materials for research,
.,
students to work. And usually
documentation and presentation
Fundraiser for student groups &
within the students that I hire will
needs.
organizations. Earn up to $4 per
Direct sales reps needed
hire two students that will be stuMasterCard app. Call
dent leaders and they help with the
NOW!
*TYPING of term papers, refor
info
or visit our website. ·
training. They help supervise the
search papers, dissertations
Market .credit card appl.
other telecounselors that are here Qualified callers receive FREE
and publications.
Person-to-person
because I don't work every night of
Baby Boom Box.
*LOW RATES, beginning at $2 a
the week. And if I do work it might
Commission avg.
page for typing, and $3 a page
be a few hours depending on what 11800-932-0528 ext. 119 or ext. l25
$250-500/wk. ·
transcr\ptic>n.
.for
goes on and if there are other ac' '.
..
tivities going on it is difficult for
www.ocmconcepts.com
_· 1-800-651-2832
m~ to be here every night of the
CALL- (954) 327·1637 ~week.
By Piper Griff
Layout Designer and.
Staff Writer

from page .ll

Classifieds •
,--$25+· PER

HOUR .

a

For the latest news,',visit us atbttp://pegasus/n~vaknight/
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From the Office of Sports & Recreation

· ." 1 ;, . ,_i: '"•• •• ·cc, . . I :.

lntramu1a1rsno11S

Intramurals Are Back, Baby!

·Calendar- Eall'.1989,

By Joe Pokraka
Contributing Writer

Were you disappointed in
intramurals last year? You will be
happy to hear that the new Coordinator of Intramurals and Sporting
Events, Darren Friedburg, has big
plans for the upcoming seasons. He
., is expanding the program from two
1-,, .... leagues to five: men's competitive,
men's recreational, coed recreational, and women's.
Each season will end in men's
and women's All Star Games. Team
Captains will select All Star players;
· however, captains may not choose a
player from their own team. o 'ther
improvements include new adjustable volleyball posts and 3-point
lines for the basketball courts.
Sand Volleyball, Flag Football,
Basketball, Soccer, and Softball
teams will compete in five-week

seasons. Individual players who do
not have a team and wish to sign up
may do so by signing a "free-agent"
form at the RecPlex. Captains meetings at the beginning of each season
will explain the rules, requirements,
and registration for the intramural
program.
Mini tournaments for the first
semester include golf and tennis.
Friedburg comes from Westem Michigan University where he
was the Programming Assistant for
Intramural Programs. Western
Michigan's intramural program consisted of 6,000 participants, about
five times the amount of students
enrolled in Nova's undergraduate
program alone. Friedburg's leadership and new ideas should make this
year a great year for intramural sports
at Nova Southeastern University.

EventMeetine Dates

Play Dates .

Fee

4 Player Sand Volleyball
8/31 & 9/1

9/7 thru 10/14

$25/team

I
) 2 Player Golf Tournament
:' 10/4 & 10/5
10/8 thru 10/9
••
. '"

$10/team
(plus green fee)

7 Player Flag Football
10/18 & 10/5

10/25 thru 12/9

$25/team

10/23 & 10/30

$5/player

Tennis Slam
10/20 & 10/21

See You There!

Kick Off The Season
Monday Night Football
At
The Flight Deck
·,

vs
September, 13th. Game star_ts at 9:00pm,free buffet,· / a chance to
win lots ofprizes,
DON'T MISS THE BONE CRUSHING ACTION!!
"
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LS350™ FLX

~

FL.Ex · .·

Manufactured by

®

MobileComm®

MOTOROLA

• FLEX Technology
-Improved Page Reliability
-Up to 4 Months Battery Life
• Top Mount Numeric Pager
• 30 Message Slots
• Time and Date on Standby
• Message Timestamping
• 3 Pleasing Alerts
• Message Lock
• Memory Retention ·
• Private Time Feature
• Requires lAAA Battery

~-....

For more information, please contact your
MohileComm representative or call 1-800-437-BEEP.

-

MobileComm·
Motorola, FLEX, LS350'™ and the Motorola logo are trademarks of Motorola, Inc.
©1999 MobileMedi.a Communications, Inc. All rights reserved . MobileComm® is a registered mark of Mobile Communications Corp. of America, a subsidiary of ::\fobileMedia Communications, Inc.
Not associated with MohiIComm, Inc. of Cincinnati, OH.
.
~

For th~ latest news, visit us at http://pegasus/novaknight/
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GRAND

OPENING

matri
total ima.
Our professionals will
coordinate a total look

~AiQ~'LOGiX

that complements
your features and

Full_Service Family Hair Salon

~·1

lifestyle. Includes hair,

Come meet-our Friend/y.and Qualjfied Hairstylists

skin, cosmetic and nail

(Formerly.pf.Tigercuts)

consultations. The ulti-

·

'-i)
dll -,

r

J

I
$2.00 Off
,I WITH TH1S COUPON R£ G
IMJtts
, Sll
I Kids·
· S9
I Srniors
sa

.,

» f f O£MICAL

With llis Cc:x.p::n Startr(3 At S35 .00 :

S7
So

I
Expires W/8/99

LHAiQ~LOGiX

.HAiQ~LOGiX

Haircuts
,Fades
Color

*Perms
*Waxing
*Ear Piercing

*RAIU-rHU SI 5*

beauty service.

I
I

$5.0000

.

Expires 10/8/99

I

I

mate personalized

*TAnnmG

:

j

*Hair Replacement
*Hair Extensions
*Permanent Make-up -

sso ORE monTH unumlTED*

1825 South University Dr. (in the K;.Mart _Plaza)
· Open 7 days: MON-FRI 9-8 • SAT 9-7 • SUN 9-5

Touch Research
from page 14

comes outsiders as well as the NSU
students for massage therapy sessions .. A good massage may be just
the thing each student needs in order to cope after a vigorous day of
. classes.

NSUTouch
Research Institute
M-F 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Student Rates
1 Hour- $40
1/2 Hour- $25
15 Min. Chair
Massage- $10

Is Nova Y2K
Ready?
from page 14

worries. Many did not even
know if their computer was compliant.
"I really don't think anything
will happen," says NSU student
Carrie Hall.
The Y2K situation exists,
even if no one knows exactly
what the effects will be. Whether
it is a concern to the student body
or not, NSU is taking the necessary precautions to insure that
the school's computer systems
will continue to run smoothly
into the new millennium.

US News
Rates Nova
for 2000

For information about the ·
"Knight Writers" Program,
contact The Knight
Newspaper at (954) 262-8455 or e-mail us at
theknight@polaris.nova.edu.
tiiit. . .. -...................... _

from page 14

leges, most very similar to the
class size and requirements of
Nova. It seems that Nova may be
in a class by itself. With the career development program, small
class size, and only being thirtytwo years old this year, Nova
found its way to worst academic
reputation of any university in the
nation.

.
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Is this a test ·you
·are afraid to
fail?
~-

If a plus like this is. really a negative, come see us.

We care.
We want to belpe
We can keep.a secret.
And we're lree.
Call 1-800-395-HELP
PREGNANCY CENTERS --

~t E,,,o-w~

We have offices across
-Broward to _he~p youe

Davie: 581n6991 •) Ft Lauderdale: 568 261:5-• Miramar: 442-9638 00

4-

For the latest news, visit us at http://pegasus/novaknight/
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ing a good time. Events included a
"How Low Can You Go" limbo contest, a dance contest, and one can't forAs impressive as this might get the "Get leid" contest. Randy
sound, NSU students had "Wood" Lowenthal and Getose Gabriel got
for five hot, long, steamy hours on down and dirty to win the limbo conFriday, August 20, 1999. Contrary test, each walking away with $250
to what your sex infested brains are , Nova Bucks a piece. Getose twisted
thinking, this was an innocent so-_ the night away and won the dance concial event sponsored by NSU Stu- test, earning another $250 Nova
dent G9vernment Association. "Got Bucks. Jamie Krause was one tired girl
wood too?" is the second annual after getting leid a whopping 56 times
beginning-of-the-year bash to get before being crowned the winner.
.both residents and commuters out Lord knows she was sore the next
mingling with colleagues while pro- morning!
viding a mere taste of the types of · As expected, Pizza Hut satisfied From left to right. top to bottom: Craig Dean, Arik Chellew. Travis Hensley, Rocio de
activities SGA sponsors.
· the hunger worked up by the festivi- Ojeda, Jessica Rivera, Heather Gilchrest, and Rolando Tomasini take a moment to
Two hundred and fifty'."six stu- ties . . The frosty beverages, provided pose for a picture at "Got Wood Too?".
dents and family members (counted by ·the Flight Deck, served ·as a great
-Photo by NSUSGA
by Mike Gabel and Eric Windell) pick me up on this hot evening. Soucame out to enjoy the evening. The venir T-shirts were provide·d by
party was so. crowded, you had to NSUSGA. You had to stay on your
feel your way around, as you walked toes, to ·catch one of the 150 t-shirts
along introducing yourself and hav- thrown into the crowd.

By Gadith Uzcategui
Contributing Writer

11eYe
811 t'he AJoin Radio· 88.5 FM as we
celebrate our one y~ar ann~versary.
·Thu,,day. Seplembe, JOlh al lhe
Chi_li Peppe, in roll laudetdale
$5 at the door. All proceeds benefit Radio X.
All Ages Welcome.

Jud"~
WYCl~tvt •
ftI,,...r'
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listen lo Radio .I/tJr ticxelgive aways andmore del3us.
.
Nova 'Southeastern University Radio X, broadcasting on 88.5 FM.
every day after 7pm for more .infonnation, call Radio X at (954) 262-8457.

For more information about the
Nova Southeastern Undergraduate
Student Government Associatio"",
clubs, organizations or upcoming
events contact· the NSUSSA at
(954) 262-84~9 or e-mail them at
nsusgafJpolaris. nova. edu.
IK11it1l11 ~l-4l)ff 1111• l•ttli~\V
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The Knight serves Nova Southeastern
University's Farquhar Center for Undergraduate ·
.Studies from its office on the third floor of the
Parker Building on NSU's main eampus.
The Knight is NSU's established vehicle for
the transmission of student reporting, opinion, and
arts. All community members are invited to contribute anything they desire to The Knight.
The Knight is readily available at several
sites around the campus and the local community,
including the East Campus site, the Oceanographic
Center in Dania, and the Davie-Clxlper City Chamber of Commerce.
Address all distribution concerns to Angel
Sanchez, Editor in Chief, at (954) 262-8455 .
The deadline for submissions for this·
year's Orientation issue is 9 August 1999. The
advertising deadline is 11 August 1999.
Disclaimer; Editorials, commentaries, and
advertisements expressed in this publication do not
represent the views of the University or its officials, The Knight staff or other advertisers. Editorials, commentaries~ and advertisements reflect
only .the opinion of authors. The· Knight will not
publish unsigned letters except in special circumstances, at the editors' discretion. The Knight reserves the right to edit letters for clarity, brevity,
and accuracy. ·
~

